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UPON A TIMEthere lived a royal family
I

filled with princes. They ruled the tiny postage-stamp-size principality

i

of Liechtenstein, a land best known for, well, its postage stamps.

I.

They were very rich but not completely satisfied with all of their
various enterprises. They thought perhaps it
would be wise to diversif)T.That was, indeed,
a clever idea, because apart from the
postage stamps, the tax haven of
Liechtenstein is mostly known for
making ball bearings and false teeth. The
big prince thought, Why not try money
management? After all, the royals
had had considerable

experience
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managing

money - their own.

This is the story of how the princes of
Liechtenstein

(and their advisers) set out to

build a global money management advisory business.
Alas, it is not a happy tale. For as the royal family
soon discovered, running such a business can be
very tricky. At first their operation grew and grew
(soon they had outposts in San Francisco, London, New
York and Tokyo). But as the business expanded, it became harder and harder to
manage. The princes soon grew tired and frustrated. More than once they tried
to get out, but each time, they concluded, Perhaps we had better grow faster
instead. Instead of divesting. they acquired. Finally. just a few months ago, they
could bear it no longer, and they sold out for good.
Now the saga of Chancellor LGT Asset Management is cited far and wide as
a very good example of how not to build a money management advisory business.
But thats getting

ahead of our story.
By Alyssa A. Lappen

O

UR TALE

BEGINS

IN LIECHTENSTEIN,

THE

62-square-mile principality tucked inro the Alps
between Switzerland and Austria. Independent since 1719,
Liechtenstein is a constitutional monarchy, whose foreign affairs have been handled by redoubtable Switzerland since just
after World War I, although the nation's voters (including
women since 1984) opted in 1990 to join the United Nations.
The principality boasts a castle but lacks an airport, and most
trains en route from Zurich to Vienna don't stop in Vaduz, the
picturesque capital that contains 5,000 of Liechtenstein's
31,000 residenrs.
Perhaps because it's so small, secrets are hard to keep in
Liechtenstein. That may be one reason (or it may not be) this
tiny nation boasts tight bank secrecy laws and serves as titular
home to an estimated 80,000 letter box companies - companies operating, essentially, mail drops. The principality's strict
secrecy laws reportedly shielded the late Robert Maxwell when
he raided the Mirror Group pension fund and the Fayed family when it bought Harrods department store.

Inside Liechtenstein the royals reign supreme. A brochure
for one of the family businesses proclaims Prince Hans Adam
II, the ruler since 1989, "the only European monarch with any
real political power."
The royal family also wields considerable economic clout,
with a fortune of perhaps $3 billion, controlled chiefly
through the Prince of Liechtenstein Foundation and the
Liechtenstein Global Trust. The family's holdings include
forests in Austria, rice fields in Texas, a claim on 600 square
miles of forest in Czechoslovakia, as well as a major art collection. Among the family treasures: a large group of Peter Paul
Rubens paintings and, reponedly, the last Leonardo da Vinci
in private hands.
Then there is the LGT Bank in Liechtenstein, or LGT BIL.
More than 90 percenr owned by the Prince of Liechtenstein
Foundation, it's just one of a handful banks operating in the
principality, which, unlike other so-called "offshore" banking
cenrers, has never licensed foreign-owned banks.
BICs effortS to expand and diversifY began in 1981, when

tenstein company, Finacor Anstalt, had used inside informaPrince Franz Josef II (who had taken the throne in 1938 and
tion to make more than $2.5 million trading Combustion
was the first ruler to actually live in the principality) hired
stock and options.
Swedish businessman Christian Norgren to advise the family
This would not do. The royals promptly fired Norgren
on its far-flung business interests. Three years later the prince
(who paid a $300,000 civil fine to the SEC and whose Finaceded executive power to son and heir Hans Adam II, who becor paid a $2.5 million civil penalty), leaving Hans Adam and
gan to restructure the family's businesses. Norgren urged Hans
Philipp to run BIL and GT Management. To make matters
Adam and his younger brother, Prince Philipp, to expand the
worse, GT's revenues had fallen 29 percent in the year ended
bank - a parochial Liechtenstein institution focused on
wealthy private clients - abroad and into money management.
March 1989, to £32.6 million. BIL's share price also fell,
making GT managers (many of whom had been paid largely
And so the princely pair launched a flurry of gambits: In
in BIL shares) restive. Studying his options, Hans Adam con1987 they bought the small Menlo Park, California-based
James T. Rea & Associates, then New York's Trainer
sidered shuttering the costly U.S. operations, according to
Mark Fetting, a former London consultant retained to examWortham & Co., a large-cap growth equity and bond manager. The $20 million acquisition of the $1 billion-in-assets
ine the business. But Fetting advised another course: AggresTrainer was completed in 1988, the same year BIL picked
sively grow GT's then-money-losing businesses. "In the U.S.
up Menlo Park-based King & Stocklin, which had about
GT had put its [unique] global funds into the Mertill Lynch
$100 million under management, chiefly for family trusts.
system. By definition you had high front-end sales costs, but
By 1989 BIL's interests also reportedly
included the London-based Bank in Liechtenstein (U.K.) and three Frankfurt affiliates: a banking subsidiary, a management
consulting firm and a stake in asset manager
Euroinvest.
But the biggest deal came in 1989, when
Norgren discovered GT Management, a
prestigious, if cash-starved, London-based
investment manager. Founded in 1969 by
Foreign & Colonial Management veterans
Richard Thornton and Thomas Griffin
(with backing from British life insurer U.K.
Provident), GT was an early enthusiast of
global investing, profiting spectacularly during the Japanese bull market of the '70s and
early '80s. The firm, which also had a
promising U.S.-based mutual fund business
in San Francisco, went public in 1986, raising £1 0 1 million ($149 million). Then came
the 1987 crash. Directors and employees
took steep pay cuts, bur Griffin concluded
- Thornton had left in 1983 - that the
best hope for the $6.4 billion-in-assets GT
was to secure new capital.
And so, for a mere $168 million, the royals welcomed GT to their expanding realm
in March 1989. Griffin, happy to have
cashed out, quit, and the royals installed
Norgren in London as GT's chief executive
and shortly thereafter named Peter Stevens
as its deputy chief executive.
A happy ending? Hardly. In November
1989 Franz Josef died. That same month,
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission accused Norgren of insider trading. Norgren sat on the board of Swiss
engineering
giant ABB Asea Brown
Boveri, which was about to buy ConnectiENCE
PHILIPP HAD AN IDEA FOR REBALANCING
cut-based Combustion Engineering. The
SEC argued that Norgren and his LiechHIS EXECUTIVES' PSYCHES: MIND-MAPPING.

it was the right strategy, and we told [the princes] to make
hay while the sun shines," says Fetting.
The princes agreed. They reorganized the parent company,
reportedly giving up BILS banking license, transferring its local
banking assets and liabilities to a new Vaduz bank (also confusingly called Bank in Liechtenstein), which was converted into a
financial holding company controlling the new bank and all
overseas operating companies. Mainly through GT Management, overseas activities now accounted for the lion's share of
BILs gross profits.
The royals also jettisoned less-profitable businesses, including the Bank in Liechtenstein (U.K.) and Trainer Wortham,
which they sold back to its managers.
London difficulties aside, GT had a fast-growing U.S. business, thanks to David Minella, a marketing whiz who had risen.
to become president of San Francisco-based GT Capital Man-

G

For his part, Philipp advocated some curious management
techniques. Shortly aftet being installed as CEO, he introduced
managers to "mind-mapping," the brainchild of bestselling
English self-improvement author and BBC commentator Tony
Buzan. Mind-mapping is a focusing technique that stresses
memory improvement through, as one press report chronicled,
"imagination, association and location, with the prime cortical
skills - words, numbers, logic and analysis."
Buzan helped Prince Philipp develop a curriculum for GT
executives, with sessions held outside London in 1994. By the
following year, with Buzan's help, the prince had established a
mind-mapping academy at Lake Geneva designed to foster
teamwork and commitment. In addition to memory and visualization exercises, those who attended sessions (which were
later moved to Schloss Freudenfeld on nearby Lake Constance)
were instructed in poetry, physical exercise and juggling - all

OLDMAN SACHS SAID MONEY MANAGERS MUST GROW -

agement. Minella had joined the firm in 1987 and promptly
converted foreign equity funds from no-load to load, which
prompted brokers to promote them avidly. U.S. fund assets
leaped from $230 million in 1988 to $3.3 billion, or nearly one
third of GT's overall global assets, in 1990.
Even as GT Management kept growing, the princes became
uneasy. Hans Adam still preferred private banking, in part because U.S. managers were so far away and so hard to control.
By 1993 assets reached $20.7 billion - half of them in U.S.
mutual funds. That year the princes agreed after an aucrion to
sell the firm to Boston-based Liberry Mutual Insurance Co. for
roughly $325 million. That would have almost doubled their
investment in less than four years.
But that fine plan was upended by internal revolt. Just as the
deal was about to be consummated, in April 1993, key portfolio managers refused to sign contracts with Liberty, which, because of its mutual company status, offered them no equity in
the new entity. Liberty backed out, and an angry Hans Adam
pushed aside Stevens, whom he held responsible for the mess,
installing Philipp as titular chairman and CEO in his place.
Inside the princes' cozy empire, Hans Adam, now 53, is
known as the big prince and Prince Philipp, 52, as the litrle
prince. Although Philipp was nominally in charge, says an insider, "The big prince calls the shots." Indeed, Philipp chose to
live with his family in Paris, despite the fact that GT was based
in London. Described by sources as eccentric and provocative,
Hans Adam once remarked that if he didn't get his way in local
Liechtenstein politics, he might just sell the principality to Bill
Gates and rename it Microsoft. He has since said he was joking. Hans Adam seldom gives interviews and declined to speak
for this article.
"It seemed to me that the big prince was stronger minded,
and often the little prince was squeezed between the ambitions
of the people running the organization and the inflexibility of
the big prince," says a former insider.

OR DIE. AND THEY BELIEVED.

designed to help them become more balanced individuals.
GT execs may have become more balanced, but their business was out of whack. The mutual fund unit, with offices in
London, Hong Kong, San Francisco and Tokyo, was growing
quickly, but haphazardly. By 1995 it had $15.6 billion under
management in 133 mutual funds, offshore funds and unit
trusts - so many that they began to cannibalize one another.
This was not in the plan. Costs were spiraling, managers
were not communicating, asset allocation and stock selection
decisions were increasingly inconsistent. To improve coordination, president Minella considered appointing an insider as
global chief investment officer but decided against it. Then he
tried, and failed, to recruit an outsider.
Woe followed upon woe, making the princes very sad. In December 1994 the Mexican peso crisis slammed GT's key emerging-markets equity funds. Emerging-markets accounts that
returned 61.21 percent in 1993 gained jusr 0.88 percent in 1994
and lost 12.12 percent in 1995. U.S. mutual fund assets, which
peaked at about $12 billion in early 1995, fell to $10 billion by
1996. In 1995 the firm's U.S. institutional business also
slumped, as important clients, including AT&T Corp., fled.
"The business was stalling out," says Christian Wignall,
GT's San Francisco-based U.S. CIa, who headed the asset allocation committee from 1992 to 1996. In 1995 GT Management's aftertax net profits fell about 32 percent, to roughly
$49 million. Searching for solutions, the princes tightened
controls and hired Princeton, New Jersey, strategic consulting
firm Sibson & Co. to reduce fund managers' compensation.
And they reorganized again. The princes formed Liechtenstein Global Trust and folded into it the Bank in Liechtenstein,
renamed LGT BIL, as well as GT Management, redubbed
LGT Asset Management. The idea: to gain efficiencies by
combining the private bank and the asset management group
into one business - a difficult proposition given the difference between rich private clients seeking tax advantages and

other investors demanding total returns.
Minella offered another, familiar solution: Take the smallish LGT Asset Management and grow it faster. He envisioned
battling larger, more prestigious rivals. "We
see ourselves competing against the J.P. Morg~s, the Morgan Stanleys, the Fidelitys and
the Schroders," Minella told reporters later.
Minella (like many money managers) had
seen the lighr. He was apparently profoundly
influenced by the revealed word from Goldman, Sachs & Co., contained in a by-nowlegendary report issued in 1995. The study
concluded that money managers would need
at least $150 billion in assets to thrive. LGT,
alas, had bur $23 billion, much closer to the
$5 billion level below which Goldman analysts concluded that only small niche players
could survive.
Minella decided that LGT had to buy another money management firm. Says U.S.
CIa Wignall: "Minella was definitely influenced by Goldman Sachs. He had to try to
find a business solution for a company that
[based on Goldman's conclusions] was going
nowhere. He was brave enough to try to
make decisions, and he advised Prince Hans
Adam to get critical mass and went off and
tried to find a strategic partner."
Now president and CEO of Westport,
Connecticut-based
Value Asset Management, Minella declines to comment. But the
partner he found, U.S. institutional manager
Chancellor Capital Management, looked
like a brilliant match.
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Chan cell or had its own
tangled tale to tell.
The New York firm began life as the asset
management subsidiary of Citibank. Forced
to set aside a $3 billion loan-loss reserve in 1987, Citi slashed
bonuses companywide and attempted to do the same at its
booming asset management unit. Not surprisingly, the money
managers were not pleased with this development. The unit's
chief, Robert Wade, explained that he could never retain people
if the cuts went through. Citi agreed and decided to sell the
business instead.
Bidders for the $17 billion-in-assets U.S. institutional business included Deutsche Bank and Sanford Weill's Commercial
Credit Corp. But the winner, for $105 million, surprised
many: Baltimore insurance giant USF&G Corp. The deal
closed in October 1989. The managers held a poll of employees to find a new name, and the unit was called Chancellor
Capital Management.
Wade c9nsidered USF&G a swell owner. The insurer may
have owned 100 percent of Chancellor's equity, but it left the

firm alone. And it showered handsome incentives in the form
of lucrative three-year contracts tied to the unit's earnings
growth on business heads and portfolio managers.
Under Wade and equity group head Warren Shaw, Chancellor posted eye-popping returns. Shaw, a Harlem, New York,
native who bootstrapped himself through the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Columbia University's Graduate
School of Business, had spent his entire career at Citi's asset
management unit, first as an analyst, then as portfolio manager, before being named research director in 1985 and head of
equity in 1987.
As equiry chief, Shaw made significant changes. Until
1988, Chancellor's management-by-committee
approach led
it to employ a number of investment styles. Shaw switched
to a more process-driven quantitative approach, incorporating research and the work of Chancellor's eclectic group of

quant equity managers, overseen by Donald Young.
Shaw's disciplined growth-stock process relied about 40 percent on quantitative analytics, 40 percent on analyst judgments
and 20 percent on the dividend discount model. Analysts were
compensated like portfolio managers, based on the performance of their stock picks.
The process quickly paid off. Chancellor's large-cap growth
product returned 36.24 percent in 1989, 5.71 percent in 1990
(a year most managers lost money) and 53.8 percent in 1991
- a full 10 percentage points ahead of its Russell 1000 benchmark. That same year, the select growth style returned 58 percent. And small-cap growth also delivered knockout returns:
48.37 percent in 1989, 10.58 percent in 1990 and 98.8 percent in 1991. Even the hard-to-sell tactical asset allocation
product delivered - 19.76 percent in 1989, a 0.62 percent
loss in difficult 1990 and 50.14 percent in 1991.

billed the deal as one of the most equitable management buyouts in history (Institutional Investor, April 1995). In fact, fully
23 percent of the company went to the top six execs: Wade,
Shaw, Zuckerwise, Young, Foley and Phillips, who collectively
invested about $2.7 million.
Still, today Wade says: "It's my distinct feeling that distributing stock that widely was very uncommon. I was then, and
have been since, very pleased." Senior management also
planned to open an internal market for Chancellor shares to
distribute ownership more widely.
But troubles loomed. Once again, the SEC darkened a
cheerful scene. In 1993 the SEC homed in on Chancellor exec
Parag Saxena, who had bought founders' shares in three
biotechnology stocks while working in the firm's venture
group between 1988 and 1992. He then moved to small-cap
management and bought the stocks for his portfolios at high-

Chancellor won top ratings from major pension fund consultants and had a nice product mix. In addition to the outperforming equity team, the firm boasted a venture capital and
mezzanine financing unit led by Craig Foley. Willard Phillips,
who ran fixed income, had also launched a business structuring
and selling off senior secured bank debt.
But the success of Shaw and his large-cap equity team had
its downside. "Growth was so easy to sell that it was all that was
sold," says a Chancellor veteran. "We became a one-product
shop." Although the heavily momentum process worked spectacularly, adds another former insider, "it was like loading
everyone into one corner of a rowboat. When it reaches a bend
in the river, the boat sinks."
The first bend appeared in 1992, just as the large-cap group
was coming off two years of superb performance. Health care
and drug stock positions, at double their weighting in the Standard & Poor's 500 index, tanked.
Meanwhile, in 1991, USF&G's core property/casualty insurance businesses had run into hard times. A new chairman,
Norman Blake Jr., began unloading noninsurance subsidiaries,
and he wanted out of Chancellor, too.
In the end, USF&G had little choice but to sell Chancellor
to its managers. The fat three-year employment contracts of
Chancellor's senior management team expired in September
1991, giving them the upper hand in choosing a buyer. And
Blake was so eager to bailout that the insurer never bothered to
try to sell Chancellor to anyone else.
So, on April Fool's Day 1992, Wade, Shaw, then-COO Penny Zuckerwise and portfolio group heads Young, Phillips and
Foley, joined by 40 other portfolio managers and analysts,
bought a 51 percent stake in Chancellor for $108 million. The
group put up just $6 million in equity and borrowed most of
the rest; USF&G itself got convertible preferred stock valued at
$20 million and retained 49 percent.
With 46 managers and analysts owning stock, Chancellor

er prices on the open market.
A problem. Saxena later sold his personal stakes after receiving approval from Chancellor's chief legal counsel and from
Wade, but the firm failed to properly disclose the situation.
Saxena paid a $250,000 fine, the firm $500,000. Wade signed
a consent decree, in which he neither admitted nor denied
Chancellor's guilt. Because he felt the problems affected the
firm's value, Wade delayed setting up the internal market.
In January 1995 Wade, 67, decided to retire and moved up
to chairman, leaving Shaw as CEO, president and CIO and
Zuckerwise as COO. By then performance had moderated
substantially. Large-cap growth returned just 5.02 percent in
1993 and lost 2.08 percent in 1994, although it bounced back,
to 36.56 percent, in 1995.
Chancellor confronted a strategic quandary. After the' 1992
buyout, it was burdened with $66 million in senior term and
subordinated debt. Paying it off - only $20 million in subordinated debt remained by mid-1996 -left the firm and its owners
short of funds. Foley was gone by 1994, and Phillips had pulled
back from the business, though both left their capital in place.
Now some employees worried that Wade, Phillips and Foley
might try to sell their stock to the company, leaving a hole in
the firm's capital. Though Wade himself insists that he did not
expect to cash out until at least a decade after he retired "The term I kept using was 'an enduring enterprise,''' he says
- an obvious route to the same goal was to sell the company.
Enter, again, the Goldman report. Shaw, unlike Minella at
LGT, questioned some of Goldman's conclusions. Nevertheless, he recognized that Chancellor would continue to see its
market share shrink unless, as Goldman advocated for midsize
firms, it grew and filled gaps in its product line. These gaps
were quite large: It lacked international equity products, mutual funds and retail distribution. The Chancellor board considered growing the international business internally - and hired
global fixed-income and global asset allocation teams - but

Wade says the board decided that it would take too long and
put toO great a financial strain on the company.
Instead, the firm hited Lazard Freres & Co. to shop it around.
"Chancellor's board vote to sell was unanimous, but there
was a lot of soul-searching," admits Wade. "We owned ourselves, and that was an important aspect of things. There was
some reluctance to give it up. But this looked to be an excellent
strategic decision."
The price wasn't bad. LGT's $250 million bid, announced
in July 1996, topped that of rival ABN Amro Bank and provided a rich payday for insiders. Some $50.49 million went to
Wade, Shaw, Zuckerwise, Foley, Phillips and Young at the closing. The rest of Chancellor's employee stockholders split $61.7
million, and USF&G cashed out for $108 million. In addition,
LGT offered to provide $50 million in earnouts if Chancellor's
revenues reached certain goals.
Still, the princes found it difficult to please everyone. Says a
former insider, who was granted a few options just months before the deal: "We were all told in very vague terms that the
proper people would be compensated. Many had joined the
firm after 1993 because it was employee owned, but a lot of
employees who were attracted by that got little or no equity."

Such was the background to what
promised to be a fairy-tale wedding.
And the betrothed LGT and Chancellor did share a major
interest besides making money: Both were enchanted with analyzing executive psyches.
Chancellor used consultants to rate analysts' and portfolio
managers' personality types. "People were labeled strong
thinkers, decision makers or intuitive reactors, and they got rid
of anyone without the same mental pattern as Warren [Shaw],
which was to think, react and then do," recalls one ex-insider.
"Intuitive skills were rated last and were not valued." Counters
Patricia Chadwick, now Chancellor's U.S. equity chief, "We've
done that for 15 years. I think it's cool. People are thinkers,
feelers or doers. The whole purpose is to help them work better
with people who think differently. I'm a doer, an extrovert,
whereas most people [here] are thinkers and introverts."
On paper the LGT-Chancellor marriage looked sweet.
Chancellor got international exposure and mutual funds; LGT
picked up an institutional powerhouse with a sterling reputation among nameplate consulting firms. With Shaw, Minella

thought he had the petfect person to impose investment discipline and help LGT revive its own flagging performance.
Minella would become chairman and CEO while Shaw
took over as global CIO and Zuckerwise moved up to president and COO. Together the two organizations would boast
more than 180 investment professionals in 44 investment disciplines. Everybody seemed to be happy.
And so Chancellor LGT was born on Halloween 1996. But
discontent mounted quickly. Minella and the princes seemed
to want Shaw and Zuckerwise to "Chancellorize" the investment process throughout the old LGT, which now housed
$17.1 billion in mutual funds. But LGT's San Francisco-based
mutual funds, once the firm's fastest-growing and most profitable unit, clashed with the Chancellor officials. Wignall, who
saw the signs of the coming conflict, resigned right after the
deal closed. Then Shaw, Zuckerwise and U.S. equity chief
Ellen Adams began dictating to San Francisco managers how to
run their operations and their portfolios. Veteran
LGT managers packed their bags, and the unit's already-shaky performance worsened. Although some
of it was planned, within six months the San Francisco office shrank from 28 professionals to roughly 13,
and within another year, to five.
"Zuckerwise is very difficult, of considerablestrength,
and she was told at least two or three times to go about
this in a different way," says one Chancellor LGT insider. "It became an impossible problem. San Francisco coalescedagainst her."
And even as Chancellor officials intervened in San Francisco, their own investment process was coming apart. Soon after
the deal was signed, Chancellor's vaunted equity products blew
up. Big positions in momentum plays like 3Com Corp., People
Soft and HBL tanked. Chancellor's large-cap growth accounts
gained just 3.37 percent in the fourth quarter of 1996 and lost
4.86 percent in the first quarter of 1997, underperforming the
Russell 1000 benchmark by 267 basis points and 540 basis
points, respectively. In small-cap growth, the story was worse:
Chancellor lost 4.4 percent in the fourth quarter of 1996 and
16.24 percent in the first quarter of 1997, underperforming
the Russell 2000 by 466 basis points and 575 basis points, respectively. These poor showings occurred just as Chancellor's
five-year return averages lost the benefit of the high-octane results they had gotten from their fabulous 1991 performance.
Pension fund consultants began to question whether the investment process had changed. What had gone wrong? Insiders
say the seeds of the problem were planted in the early 1990s.
Critics charge that Shaw's heavily backward-looking quantitative
system does not account for the truth that markets often deviate
from past performances. And he was no longer as close as he had
been to the investment process. When Shaw became Chancellor's CEO, he named Adams, who had been head of research,
then growth equity, as U.S. equity chief She was a less conservative investor than Shaw, and, according to sources, less disciplined as well. She shifted the large-cap growth style toward
midcap momentum. Says a former insider: "Adams never understood the dynamics of a disciplined approach. She followed the
process when it suited her. When it didn't suit her, she ignored
it. And there was no one watching, no process policeman."
Distractions from the deal itself may have spawned problems.

Adams "spent three or four days a week out of the officefor months
at a time, or in meetings with Penny and Warren, rather than focusing on the business," says a former associate. Adams, who left
the firm in January for New Yorkhedge fund Castle Rock Partners,
did not return phone calls.Shaw and Zuckerwise declined through
intermediaries to comment, citing legalagreements.
As Chancellor's numbers flagged, executives at the two companies clashed. In particular, U.S. LGT officials sparred with
Zuckerwise, whom LGT insiders considered cold and who had
never managed a U.S. retail operation before - as opposed to
Minella, who had built it from scratch. Zuckerwise, a onetime director of personnel, had spent most of her time on operationslegal and back office-not portfolio management or marketing.
In December Shaw journeyed to Liechtenstein to meet with
Hans Adam about his and Zuckerwise's inability to exercise authority over the combined firm. Zuckerwise joined Shaw in a
second appeal to Hans Adam in February, lobbying him to
overrule Minella on matters concerning the mutual
funds. The big prince, faced with a choice of supporting his own man or losing key players in a company
for which he had just paid $250 million, backed
Shaw and Zuckerwise.
None of this pleased Minella. In February 1997,
barely three months after the deal closed, he quit.
Still, Minella's departure may not have been completely prompted by internal politics. According to one wellplaced source, Hans Adam had intended to shift gears again and
refocus on private banking; he may even have decided to sell
Chancellor LGT. In any case, Minella disagreed with this decision
and quit, although others question that thesis. "I don't believe the
prince had already decided to sell," says Paul Loach, Chancellor
LGT's acting CEO from September 1997 to May 1998.
Whatever the big prince's motivation, the little prince decided to replace Minella not with another CEO, but with Anton Sweiger, the head of his private bank, who would oversee
both operations. Perhaps a powerful, active executive might
have been able to bring the warring parties in North America
to an understanding. After all, they still had good clients, little
business overlap and solid distribution. Sweiger, however,
based in Vaduz, chose to send an emissary in May 1997 to New
York to try to smooth things over but otherwise remained
aloof. Morale grew worse.
In January 1997 the princes did hire a consulting firm Bain & Co. - to figure out what to do. Bain conducted an internal study, called Project Diamond, to try to determine how to
run the royals' private bank and asset management businesses as
one. "Bain told the prince there was no synergy between fund
management and Liechtenstein Global Trust and recommended
the fund management business be sold," says a former employee.
Adds another former LGT executive: "My gut feeling is that
the prince was never happy with GT Management, and that he
asked the consultants how to package this thing to get rid of it.
Salvos were being fired about closing up the San Francisco operation entirely, and the prince was in his castle in Europe and
didn't show his face until problems were rampant."
The consultants soon targeted Shaw and Zuckerwise. Bain
recommended that the pair then give up their respective roles
as global CIO and COO. Shaw, the consultants decided,

dispatched the head of Amvescap subsidiary Invesco Management & Research, Frank Keeler, to New York as the
firm's acting CEO. His job: damage control. Keeler tried
to assure New York portfolio managers, analysts and
clients of Amvescap's positive intentions by offering Chancellor's New York employees equity equal to one third of
their total annual compensation, vesting on the first business day of 2000. The offer held some managers in place,
while others waited for 1997 bonuses, which were paid out
in February and March.
Even so, Amvescap had a hard time keeping top talent. By
March Chancellor LGT had lost at least 50 executives, portfolio managers, analysts, traders, lawyers and marketers from its
New York offices alone, out of a staff that had numbered more
than 100. Among the departed: star managers of Chancellor's
structured-finance products, who spun out into their own New
York firm, Stanfield Partners. They took with them top clients,
including Chase Alternative Investments and Citibank Alternative Asset Management. Sources say that the latter insisted
that Chancellor give Stanfield $1 billion in high-yield accounts
to subadvise.
Former Chancellor insiders say that the firm requested that
Amvescap give its employees 60 "partnerships" but got only 32,
although its New York executives insist that no number of partnerships has yet been agreed upon. And not even such partnerships will hold everyone. Sources say that at least one of three
large-cap growth managers at Chancellor was promised a partnership but left anyway in April.
Why buy this wobbly franchise? Amvescap is getting a
global firm with roughly $53 billion in global assets, down
from $65 billion at its peak in mid-1996. For Amvescap the
non-U.S. portion was critical, allowing it to shift its business
focus overseas. Apart from the $22 billion in U.S. institutional assets, Chancellor LGT (now divided into three pieces,
which have been renamed accordingly: Invesco [N.Y.], Invesco
Global and AIM) has maybe $9 billion in U:S. mutual funds,
$14 billion in U.K. assets, plus $3.7 billion in Germany, $2.4
billion in Canada and some $4 billion in Hong Kong, Japan,
Australia and Singapore, where LGT had some success selling
to Asian investors. "The problem was that most other [bidders] did not know what to do with the U.S. portion of the
company," Brady says.
So far the spin from London and New York is positive.
"What's important here is that we have been bought by someone who understands the business and is enthusiastic, and for·
many parts of our business, it will be a very successful acquisition, " says client services and sales chief Nina Lesavoy.Though
she expects more client departures, she argues that most of the
damage has already been done.
But others doubt whether Brady can avoid the fate of
the princes of Liechtenstein, who reaped the whirlwind
when they combined Chancellor and LGT. Asserts a former Chancellor LGT insider: "I don't know if Brady has a
deep enough understanding
of the damage done in the
last year. He didn't get out of the chutes really quickly.
There was a lack of coordination
between Chancellor
LGT and Amvescap at the end of January, when the deal
was announced. It wasn't clear who was running the show.

LGT owned it, but who was responsible, what decisions
could be made? It needed a quick closing and aggressive
management."
Certainly, Amvescap has lots of work to do to justify the
price. Once what's left of Chancellor LGT has been stabilized,
staff cuts are sure to follow. Brady told analysts in May that he
expected to save $50 million to $60 million a year by closing
the San Francisco office alone. Any LGT portfolio managers
that are left there will be moved to Houston, where Amvescap's
AIM family of funds is headquartered, as will all the remaining
GT mutual funds. The move should save on back-office and
marketing costs. Other pieces of the company are being unified
with Invesco.
The good news for Brady is that Chancellor's ongoing
problems this year reduced his cost to roughly $1.1 billion, from $1.3 billion. The sale price was contingent on
predeal revenues earned from existing accounts, excluding
any increase thanks to market appreciation. At the time
the deal was struck, such revenues were predicted to be
$325 million, down from the $470 million or so thrown
off by the consolidated companies in 1997. But with annualized revenues failing to reach the projection by closing
in late May, the price Brady had to pay was slashed by
about 15 percent.

HE MORAL

OF OUR STORY?

The princes of Liechtenstein wanted
to build a global money manager.
They could never quite get the formula right, but they
persevered. They spent $168 million in 1989 and
$250 million more, all borrowed, in 1996. In 1998 they
sold what they had spent a decade building for $1.1 billion,
netting $700 million or so. That's an annual return of
about 18 percent. They may just live happily ever after.
Now the princes appear to be out of the money
management business entirely. To help pay for the deal,
Amvescap issued 42.5 million new shares, worth
$464 million, in London in May. Had LGT kept those
shares, it would now own about 7 percent of one of the
world's largest, most aggressively acquisitive institutional
asset management companies. Instead, the princes cried
uncle and piggybacked off the Amvescap offering, selling
their allotment the day it was issued. They still have
their castle and their 279-year-old principality.
Maybe false teeth aren't so bad after all.

~The End.

